Issues List
Project: rmt
Filter: PointReleases_ReleaseNotes_V3.1
Issue # Release

Issue Type

Module

Detected in Build

1924

Released V3.1.11
Coding
Issue Details
3.1.10
Summary: Cannot enter a date of July 31, 2009
Steps:
July 31 2009 returns an error "Date must be a valid date". THis happens when you enter the date manually or
select from the calendar.

1920

Released V3.1.10
Browser/Visual
Browser Support
3.1.6
Summary: Force the Issue Details page to IE7 Compatibility mode
Steps:
There is a problem with IE8 that causes dealyed (slow) typing in text boxes. This problem cannot be resolved
woth the current version of IE8. Therefore we need to force the Issue Details page into IE7 Compatibility mode

1913

Released V3.1.9
Coding
Subscriptions
3.1.8
Summary: Subscribers are receiving emails even though they are flagged as "no email"
Steps:
Even though a user is set as a subscriber that does not receive emails they still get an email when the issue is
updated.

1911

Released V3.1.9
Coding
Custom code tables
3.1.8
Summary: Sort code tables values alphanumerically within sort order field
Steps:
When a code table uses a sort order field we need to sort code table values alpha-numerically within the sort
order field.

1910

Released V3.1.9
Usability
Timezone
Summary: Clear time portion of all fields that are date only (i.e. no time portion)
Steps:
Database upgrade routine to 0 the time portion of all date only fields.

1909

Released V3.1.9
Usability
Timezone
3.1.0
Summary: All datetime fields should be stored in UTC
Steps:
Moving forward RMTrack will store all datetime fields in UTC. To accomplish this we need to make two changes:
1) When the field 'StoreTimesAsUTC' = 1 then do not show the site option Server Time Zone.
2) Default new databases to set 'StoreTimeAsUTC' = 1

1902

Released V3.1.9
Coding
Timezone
3.1.6
Summary: Time zone adjustment is not consistent between Issue Datails page and Issue List page
Steps:
When you enter a date on the issue details page it changes after you save the issue i.e. the display of the date
on the Issue details page is incorrect. However, it appears to be correct on the Issue List page.

1892

Released V3.1.9
Coding
Timezone
3.1.6
Summary: Filters do not use correct Time Zone offset
Steps:
The problem would appear to be caused by an error in calculating the variable @TzOffset. For client, this is
calculating as '-900' minutes. It should be 900 minutes. NOTE: Verified by creating an advanced filter:
@TzOffset = -900, as expected ALL issues are reported.

3.1.0

Client is using a time zone of GMT +10:00. The server is GMT -5:00. The resulting offest is +15 hours (900
minutes).
1885

Released V3.1.9
Coding
Issue Fields
3.1.7
Summary: Create field needs a case "insensitive" duplicate name check
Steps:
It is possible in a case sensitive database to create two field names that are the same except for the case e.g.
Phone_Number and phone_number. This situation can cause the application to crash.

1877

Released V3.1.9
Coding
Filter
Summary: Regular users cannot copy filters (or layouts)
Steps:
Clicking on the Copy... in the filter wizard returns to the Issues list.
Does not happen when logged on as Administrator

3.1.7

1864

Released V3.1.9
Usability
Filter
Summary: Values for code tables should sort properly in the filter wizard
Steps:
Sort order should be Alpha within Sort Order value.
This should apply across all code values for dependant dropdowns as well.

3.1.6

1846

Released V3.1.9
Usability
User maintenance
3.1.0
Summary: When creating a new user the Security Type defaults to Site Administrator
Steps:
This can be dangerous - if you don't notice, you create a site admin account

1834

Released V3.1.9
Coding
Issue Details
Summary: Cannot enter a 'short' format date i.e. 1/1/09
Steps:
01/01/2009 is accepted but 1/1/09 is rejected as an ivalid date.

1717

Released V3.1.9
Coding
New Issue
3.0.7
Summary: Automatic assignment to "Original Creator" does not work on transitions leading from Issue Create
Steps:
Original issue 1189

1867

Released V3.1.8
Browser/Visual
Browser Support
Summary: Blue boxes appear beside each column label in custom reports (IE6)

3.1.2

3.1.4

Issues List
Project: rmt
Filter: PointReleases_ReleaseNotes_V3.1
Issue # Release
Steps:

Issue Type
Only appears to happen with IE6

Module

Detected in Build

1849

Released V3.1.8
Coding
My Issues
Summary: My Issues List - Printer Friendy - Lost alternate row shading
Steps:
The alternate row shading does not show up in printer friendly

3.1.4

1872

Released V3.1.7
Coding
Codes maintenance
Summary: Crash trying to set default value in dependant dropdown
Steps:
Project > Level1 > Level2
Open the Level2 table
Select a vlaue (not default)
Check default box
Save and Crash

3.1.6

1865

Released V3.1.7
Browser/Visual
Browser Support
3.1.4
Summary: Comment box scroll bars don't display correctly in IE6
Steps:
The box is slightly too large (horizontal) and the scroll bars are about hapf width. This only appears to happen
with IE6.
Workaround: Upgrade to IE7. Use Firefox or alternate browser.

1862

Released V3.1.6
Coding
My Issues
Summary: Crash when trying to sort issue list on Project
Steps:
An unexpected error has occurred.
Error number: -2147217900
Error message: Invalid column name 'ProjectCode'.

3.1.5

1860

Released V3.1.6
Coding
Issue Details
Summary: New Issues.asp
Steps:
This is the change made for the Custom Copy js for a client

3.1.4

1850

Released V3.1.5
Coding
Issue Details
3.1.0
Summary: Layout of page is incorrect when comment field is blocked for user
Steps:
If the group settings for a user do not allow them to update a comment field then the page layout is incorrect
i.e. missing Attachments secion, PREV ISSUE NEXT is shifted left, missing fields. etc.

1842

Released V3.1.5
Coding
Workflow Enforcement
3.1.4
Summary: Automatic assignment not working
Steps:
Automatic assignment does not work if the current user is not a member of the group being automatically
assigned to.

1839

Released V3.1.4
Coding
Workflow Enforcement
Summary: Error in 3.1.3 for users available for Assign To
Steps:
Now no users show up unless the current user is eligible as well.

1836

Released V3.1.3
Coding
Workflow Enforcement
3.1.1
Summary: Assign to list contains to many users when using multiple Issue Creates
Steps:
Multiple issue creates (i.e. muliple initial transitions) are supposed to allow assignment to speicifc groups based
on the user creating the issue.
All groups apprear in the assign to selection.

1835

Released V3.1.3
Coding
Issue Details
3.1.0
Summary: Crash caused by SQL error in PREV/NEXT routine
Steps:
When the slected layout sorts on a dropdown that is dependant on a dropdown that is dependant on Project we
get a crash when opening an issue.

1833

Released V3.1.3
Coding
Issue Details
3.1.1
Summary: Trap unexpected SQL errors in the PREV/NEXT routine
Steps:
If the PREV/NEXT cannot locate the previous of next issue due to an SQL error, disable PREV/NEXT instead of
crashing.

1829

Released V3.1.2
Coding
History
Summary: History records are not correctly identifying the "Old Assigned to user"
Steps:
This can affect: Return to sender, Custom reports, Daily summary etc.

1825

Released V3.1.2
Usability
My Issues
3.1.1
Summary: Sorting by code table value on Issue List
Steps:
When the Issue List is sorted on a code table value and the code table uses a sort order field (e.g. Resolution)
can we sort first on the sort order and then alpha-numeric within that? This would sort 'like' values together
even if all (or some of) the sort order values are 0.

1818

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Related Items
3.1.0
Summary: Reciprocal link on related items (issues) uses Issue Id instead of Issue Number for title
Steps:
This only happens when the related item is added during the creation of a new issue (i.e. before first save).
Fix must include a database fix to correct existing links with bad titles.

3.1.3

3.1.0

Issues List
Project: rmt
Filter: PointReleases_ReleaseNotes_V3.1
Issue # Release
Issue Type
Module
1817
Released V3.1.1
Coding
Release Notes
Summary: Crash on Download of Release Notes
Steps:
Any attempt to download the release notes crashes.

Detected in Build
3.1.0

1815

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Issue Details
3.1.0
Summary: Missing FilterCode parameter causes crash
Steps:
If you navigate to the Issue Details page via the My Issues list, then modify the URL to drop the "FilterCode"
parameter... the application crashes. This could be caused by people copy/pasting url's into emails and the
email program trimming the end?

1812

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Groups
3.1.0
Summary: User Groups by Address Book Style resets to Full list
Steps:
View User Groups by Address Book Style > Go into a group and make some changes and save
List reverts back to Full list style.

1810

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Issue Fields
Summary: New issue field page dropdown of code tables needs to be sorted
Steps:
The current sort is by tablename instead of tablefriendlyname.

1809

Released V3.1.1
Usability
Issue Fields
3.1.0
Summary: Issue fields list needs new/delete buttons at the top when the list is large.
Steps:
When there is a large number of fields, especially if each field is used on a large number of data entry forms,
having new/delete buttons at the top is handy. Show whenevere this is more than 20 issue fields defined.

1808

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Issue Fields
3.1.0
Summary: Issues list page does not show unused comment fields
Steps:
The list of unused fields at the top of the issues fields page should include comment fields.

1806

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Issue Fields
3.1.0
Summary: Error handling does not catch trigger error
Steps:
Adding a field that results in a issues trigger firing and raising an error is not caught. This causes the transaction
to roll back but without an error being raised.

1803

Released V3.1.1
Coding
My Issues
3.1.0
Summary: My Issues crash when regular user's default layout no longer exists
Steps:
Create a user (non-site admin) > Log in and define a layout > Set that layout as the default for My Issues >
Delete the layout
Go to My Issues... crash

1800

Released V3.1.1
Coding
My Issues
3.1.0
Summary: The issues list style sheets - need to be able to change alternate row highlighting
Steps:
Style AlternatingRowStyle now applied to Issues List.

1799

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Summary Trends
Summary: Summary trend graphs appear different dependent on user
Steps:
Different results for Administrators than regular users.

1797

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Groups
3.1.0
Summary: Issue access problem - group can only see issues Assigned to (or were assigned to) them.
Steps:
The app is not recognizing that an issue was assigned to someone when it was assigned to them only once and
that was right at the start (i.e,. oldest history).

1795

Released V3.1.1
Spelling
Site Options
Summary: Issue Subscriptions Site Option needs 'wording' change
Steps:
The first check box currently reads: "Show subscriber list on My Issues"
It should read: "Show subscriber list on Issue Details"

3.1.0

1794

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Project details
Summary: Crash when adding a Group Lead that is not a member of the project.
Steps:
This used to be handled by a error message but now it crashes.

3.1.0

1792

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Project Wizard
Summary: Creating a new user in the project wizard throws a javascript error
Steps:
Can continue without a problem... but very annoying.

3.1.0

1790

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Release Notes
Summary: Crash on Printer Friendly of Release Notes
Steps:
Slecting Printer Friendly page option on release notes crashes.

3.1.0

1787

Released V3.1.1
Coding
E-Mail notification rules
3.1.0
Summary: When using the option: "Set 'created by user' to: The following user id:" the created by is set to the Assign to
Steps:
Pointing to the wrong dropdown list i.e. pointing to the Assign to list selection

1786

Released V3.1.1
Coding
E-Mail templates
Summary: Date and Time fields on email notifications do not reflect user time zone

3.1.0

3.0.9

3.1.0

Issues List
Project: rmt
Filter: PointReleases_ReleaseNotes_V3.1
Issue # Release
Steps:

Issue Type
Module
Detected in Build
The notifications will look for the first user id that matches the To Address of the outgoing email. If found that
user's timezone settings are used, otherwise the server settings are used.

1785

Released V3.1.1
Coding
User maintenance
3.1.0
Summary: User details runs slow with a large number of users
Steps:
With a large number of users defined the scripts that run when clicking on team membership options can take
long enough for IE to complain.

1783

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Incoming E-Mail
Summary: Remove MimeX for email address parsing
Steps:
Completely remove all the Mabry controls.

1781

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Menu Entries
3.1.0
Summary: A menu entry could be published to a user that cannot see it.
Steps:
Only site administrators see the "Administration/Customize" menu... but you can publish a custom menu entry
to it for a user that is not a site admin.

1759

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Custom Reporting
Summary: Row level security does not obey Security Type settings in custom reports
Steps:
Row level security routine needs to be updated to use security types.

3.1.0

1757

Released V3.1.1
Every Release
ActiveX Controls
Summary: Incorrect version of RMTrackActiveX.msi in installer
Steps:
The .msi included in the Common files is not the correct vesion.

3.1.0

1756

Released V3.1.1
Browser/Visual
Summary: Font is too large for the Printer Firendly
Steps:
Need to make the field values smaller

3.1.0

1755

Released V3.1.1
Usability
E-Mail notification rules
3.1.0
Summary: Email notifications on Issues from Incoming email: same Created by user and Assign to user
Steps:
If the Created by user and Assign to user are the same user (for incoming emails) no email notification is sent.
This is due to the "don't notify the user the makes the change" rule. However, this is probably going to be a
common setup and in this case, you probably do want to get the email.

1754

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Incoming E-Mail
Summary: Remove depedancy on MimeX for incoming email
Steps:
Parsing of an email address is no longer done by MimeX/Mabry.

1752

Released V3.1.1
Feature Request
Incoming E-Mail
3.1.0
Summary: Add comment log fields to list of available mapping fields for incoming email
Steps:
Should be able to map body, subject, and from address to a comment log type field.

1750

Released V3.1.1
Coding
My Issues
3.1.0
Summary: Sort of Issue list does not work when the field being sorted on is not part of the layout
Steps:
Basically I tripped over this trying to use a computed field to sort dates so that NULL dates come out at the
bottom but the sort order is ascending. So I created a computed field to set the date to 01/01/2099 if it's NULL
but leave alone if not.

Issue Details

3.1.0

3.1.0

Case when Due_Date is null then '01/01/2099' else Due_Date end
I then use the computed field to sort on BUT I don't want to display the computed field. The sort is wrong appears to be issue number order.
1741

Released V3.1.1
Usability
Security Types
3.1.0
Summary: Should not be able to change a Security Type to be the default for Public unless there are no users in that type.
Steps:
Changing the default Security type for Public can be confusing and potentially cause problems. For example, if I
change the Regular User type to be the default for Public - all the users currently in the type "should" change to
public users - this affects their project membership. I suggest we simply do not allow setting a Security type to
be the public default unless there are no users in that type BUT at least there should be a warning with the
consequences identified.

1715

Released V3.1.1
Coding
Custom Reporting
Summary: Error with the shading in report
Steps:
White spaces after Column headers on 3rd(?) row of report.

3.0.12

